Case Studies of our work… Third Sector

Community Charity - Savings required
A Devon based community charity were looking for savings to fund a new project. Introduced to Prestige, it was
agreed an initial review of the energy would be sensible.
The charity had 2 sites and were also acquiring a community centre and charity shop in the near future. Prestige
were able to set out a strategy which would benefit the charity both now, and in the future.
Initial savings of circa £1,000 PA were achieved, enough to fund the new project. Prestige also assisted with
placing the supply contracts at the new sites when acquired to ensure they were brought in line with the group.
Prestige have been working with the charity for over 2 years now. Providing invaluable reassurance that as much
funds as possible are available for the charity's support, not the energy suppliers profits!

Care Home - Energy budgeting strategy
From falling across our website, a care home in The Isle of Sheppy
contacted us to provide a free review.
With energy costs being a noticeable overhead for the client, he wanted to see if anything could be improved.
Prestige were able to implement a new strategy, moving the contract end dates from mid winter to a more
favourable time of year. In itself achieving an initial £4,000 PA in savings. We also identified that VAT has been
being charged at 20%, achieving a full rebate of a further £3,000 to the client!
Furthermore, we were able to provide regular market insight as to when the client may wish to secure new rates.
With the third sector being increasingly squeezed from all angles, the client values the expertise we provide,
knowing the energy is being managed by industry experts.
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